
 
The Story of Flight Task Card 

 

Partner A Partner B 
Preview the Text:  Based on the title and a picture walk, what do you think 

this book will be about?  Have you ever been on a plane?          

Read Aloud  
pages 4 – 7   

€ Listen to your partner read aloud. 

€ Tell your partner who were some of 
the first people to think of flying as a 
way of travel.   

€ Tell your partner how Otto Lilienthal 
managed to fly.   

€ Listen to your partner read aloud.  
€ Tell your partner what Orville and 

Wilbur Wright are famous for.   

€ Tell your partner why the Wright 

Brothers made their flights in 
secret.           

Read Aloud 

pages 8 – 10   

Read Aloud  
pages 11 – 13  

€ Listen to your partner read aloud.  

€ Tell your partner who won a 

trophy for making the first 
successful airplane flight in front 
of the public.   

€ Tell your partner how World War 
I military leaders used airplanes.  

€  Listen to your partner read aloud.  

€ Tell your partner what a 

barnstormer is.   

€ Tell your partner what you think 

the author’s purpose was in 
writing about Amelia Earhart.      

Read Aloud 
pages 14 – 15  

Read Aloud  

pages 16 – 18   

€ Listen to your partner read aloud. 

€ Tell your partner when air travel 

became popular in the United States.    

€ Listen to your partner read aloud.  

€ Based on Chapter 5’s title, what 
can you guess about the 
importance of airplanes?  

€ Tell your partner how the military 

made accommodations for planes 
since WWII took place over the 
Pacific Ocean.  

Read Aloud  

pages 19 – 20   

Read Aloud 

pages 21 – 23    

€ Listen to your partner read aloud.   

€ Tell your partner another name for 
the Boeing 747.      

Reader Response Activities  
 

Directions: For each invention the author describes, she explains why it 
was invented. Use the chart below to list each inventor’s invention and 

why it was invented.  

 

 

Major Dates in the History of Flight 

1. 

2. 

3. 

4. 

5. 

 

   
Vocabulary: Draw a line from the vocabulary word to its definition.   

 

6. admiringly  to make possible or allow 

 

 

7. permit  having no value 
 

 

8. scoundrels  a person who lives under a king’s or queen’s rule 

 

 

9. subject  with respect and awe 

 

 

10. worthless  dishonest people 

 

 


